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Aerodynamic Loads on Tall Buildings: Interactive Database
Yin Zhou. M.ASCE1; Tracy Kijewski, S.M.ASCE2; and Ahsan Kareem, M.ASCE3

Abstract: Under the action of wind, tall buildings oscillate simultaneously in the alongwind, acrosswind, and torsional directions.
the alongwind loads have been successfully treated using quasi-steady and strip theories in terms of gust loading factors, the a
and torsional loads cannot be treated in this manner, since these loads cannot be related in a straightforward manner to the fluc
the approach flow. Accordingly, most current codes and standards provide little guidance for the acrosswind and torsional respon
this gap, a preliminary, interactive database of aerodynamic loads is presented, which can be accessed by any user with Microsof
at the URL address http://www.nd.edu/;nathaz/. The database is comprised of high-frequency base balance measurements on a
isolated tall building models. Combined with the analysis procedure provided, the nondimensional aerodynamic loads can be
compute the wind-induced response of tall buildings. The influence of key parameters, such as the side ratio, aspect ratio, and t
characteristics for rectangular sections, is also discussed. The database and analysis procedure are viable candidates for possib
as a design guide in the next generation of codes and standards.
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tic model tests are presently used as routine tools in commer
design practice. However, considering the cost and lead ti
needed for wind tunnel testing, a simplified procedure would
desirable in the preliminary design stages, allowing early asse
ment of the structural resistance, evaluation of architectural
structural changes, or assessment of the need for detailed w
tunnel tests. Two kinds of wind tunnel-based procedures h
been introduced in some of the existing codes and standard
treat the acrosswind and torsional response. The first is an em
cal expression for the wind-induced acceleration, such as
found in the National Building Code of Canada~NBCC! ~NRCC
1996!, while the second is an aerodynamic-load-based proced
such as those in Australian Standard~AS 1989! and the Architec-
tural Institute of Japan~AIJ! Recommendations~AIJ 1996!. The
latter approach offers more flexibility as the aerodynamic lo
provided can be used to determine the response of any struc
having generally the same architectural features and turbule
environment of the tested model, regardless of its structural ch
acteristics. Such flexibility is made possible through the use
well-established wind-induced response analysis procedu
Meanwhile, there are some databases involving isolated, gen
building shapes available in the literature~e.g., Kareem 1988;
Choi and Kanda 1993; Marukawa et al. 1992!, which can be ex-
panded using HFBB tests. For example, a number of commer
wind tunnel facilities have accumulated data of actual buildings
their natural surroundings, which may be used to supplement
overall loading database. Though such HFBB data has been
lected, it has not been assimilated and made accessible to
worldwide community, to fully realize its potential. Fortunately
the Internet now provides the opportunity to pool and archive t
international stores of wind tunnel data.

This paper takes the first step in that direction by introduci
an interactive database of aerodynamic loads obtained fr
HFBB measurements on a host of isolated tall building mode
accessible to the worldwide Internet community via Microso
Explorer at the URL address http://www.nd.edu/;nathaz.
Through the use of this interactive portal, users can select
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Introduction

Under the action of wind, typical tall buildings oscillate simulta
neously in the alongwind, acrosswind, and torsional directions.
has been recognized that for many high-rise buildings the acro
wind and torsional response may exceed the alongwind respo
in terms of both serviceability and survivability designs~e.g., Ka-
reem 1985!. Nevertheless, most existing codes and standards p
vide only procedures for the alongwind response and provi
little guidance for the critical acrosswind and torsional response
This is partially attributed to the fact that the acrosswind an
torsional responses, unlike the alongwind, result mainly from th
aerodynamic pressure fluctuations in the separated shear la
and wake flow fields, which have prevented, to date, any acce
able direct analytical relation to the oncoming wind velocity fluc
tuations. Further, higher-order relationships may exist that are
yond the scope of the current discussion~Gurley et al. 2001!.

Wind tunnel measurements have thus served as an effec
alternative for determining acrosswind and torsional loads. F
example, the high-frequency base balance~HFBB! and aeroelas-
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geometry and dimensions of a model building, from the availa
choices, and specify an urban or suburban condition. Upon d
so, the aerodynamic load spectra for the alongwind, acrossw
or torsional response is displayed along with a Java interface
permits users to specify a reduced frequency of interest and
tomatically obtain the corresponding spectral value. W
coupled with the concise analysis procedure, discussion, an
ample provided, the database provides a comprehensive to
computation of the wind-induced response of tall buildings.

Wind-Induced Response Analysis Procedure

Using the aerodynamic base bending moment or base torq
the input, the wind-induced response of a building can be c
puted using random vibration analysis by assuming ideal
structural mode shapes, e.g., linear, and considering the sp
relationship between the aerodynamic moments and the gen
ized wind loads~e.g., Tschanz and Davenport 1983; Zhou et
2002!. This conventional approach yields only approximate e
mates of the mode-generalized torsional moments and pote
inaccuracies in the lateral loads if the sway mode shapes o
structure deviate significantly from the linear assumption. A
result, this procedure often requires the additional step of m
shape corrections to adjust the measured spectrum weighted
linear mode shape to the true mode shape~Vickery et al. 1985;
Boggs and Peterka 1989; Zhou et al. 2002!. However, instead o
utilizing conventional generalized wind loads, a base-bend
moment-based procedure is suggested here for evaluating eq
lent static wind loads and response. As discussed in Zhou
~2002!, the influence of nonideal mode shapes is rather neglig
for base bending moments, as opposed to other quantities
base shear or generalized wind loads. As a result, base be
moments can be used directly, presenting a computationally
cient scheme, averting the need for mode shape correction
directly accommodating nonideal mode shapes. Application
this procedure for the alongwind response has proven effecti
recasting the traditional gust loading factor approach in a
format~Zhou et al. 1999; Zhou and Kareem 2001!. The procedure
can be conveniently adapted to the acrosswind and torsiona
sponse~Boggs and Peterka 1989; Kareem and Zhou 2003!. It
should be noted that the response estimation based on the
dynamic database is not advocated for acrosswind respons
culations in situations where the reduced frequency is equal
slightly less than the Strouhal number~Simiu and Scanlan 1996
Kijewski et al. 2001!. In such cases, the possibility of negati
aerodynamic damping, a manifestation of motion-induced effe
may cause the computed results to be inaccurate~Kareem 1982!.

Assuming a stationary Gaussian process, the expected m
mum base bending moment response in the alongwind or ac
wind directions or the base torque response can be express
the following form:

M̂5M̄1g3sM (1)

whereM̂ and M̄5expected extreme value and mean of the m
ment or torque response, respectively;g5peak factor; andsM
5root mean square~RMS! of the fluctuating base moment
base torque response, which can be computed bysM

5(*0
`SM( f )d f )1/2 whereSM( f )5power spectral density~PSD!

of the fluctuating base moment or torque response. It ca
shown that the PSD of the moment response can be comput
the following equation~Zhou and Kareem 2001!:

SM~ f !5SM~ f !uH1~ f !u2 (2)
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where uH1( f )u25$@12( f / f 1)2#21(2z1( f / f 1))2%215structural
first mode transfer function;f 1 and z15natural frequency and
critical damping ratio in the first mode, respectively; andSM( f )
5PSD of the external aerodynamic base moment or torque.
flexibility to consider nonideal mode shapes and nonunifo
mass distributions has been addressed in Eq.~2! ~Boggs and Pe-
terka 1989; Zhou et al. 1999, 2002!. Note that the same symbo
but expressed in bold, is employed here to distinguish the b
moment or base torque response from the external aerodyn
moment or torque. The former includes the dynamic amplificat
effects due to wind fluctuations and structural dynamics.

To facilitate computations, the integration in Eq.~2! is divided
into two portions, i.e., background and resonant components.
resonant base moment or base torque response,M̂R can be com-
puted in closed form by assuming that the excitation can be
resented by white noise in the vicinity of the structure’s natu
frequency and by subsequently invoking the Residue Theorem
integration

M̂R5gRA p

4z1
f 1SM~ f 1! (3)

wheregR5A2 ln(f1T)10.5772/A2 ln(f1T)5resonant peak factor
T5observation time; and subscriptR5resonant component. Th
background base moment and base torqueM̂B is equal to the
aerodynamic quantity, since for the background response
structure responds statically with a dynamic magnification fac
of unity, and

M̂B5gB3sM (4)

where gB5background peak factor, which is usually at 3–
sM5RMS aerodynamic moment; and subscriptB5background
component.

The mean base moment or base torque can be estimated
the HFBB test or by a mean pressure measurement test th
usually used as a companion test for the design of the clad
system.

With the known base moment and base torque response
equivalent static wind loading can be obtained by distributing
base moment to each floor in an appropriate manner as detail
Zhou and Kareem~2001! and Kareem and Zhou~2003!. The
equivalent static wind loads at heightz for sway motions, can be
computed by

P̂R~z!5M̂R

m~z!w1~z!

*0
Hm~z!w1~z!•zdz

(5)

while for the torsional case

P̂R~z!5M̂R

I ~z!w1~z!

*0
HI ~z!w1~z!dz

(6)

where P̂R5resonant component of the equivalent static wi
loading;m(z)5mass per unit height;I (z)5mass moment of in-
ertia per unit height; andw1(z)5fundamental mode shape in th
direction of motion.

The wind-induced response, including the overall deflecti
acceleration, internal forces, and stresses in each structural m
ber can be computed using the equivalent static wind loads w
simple static analysis. For any response component, the resu
effect can be determined by summing the mean and the sq
root of the sum of the squares~SRSS! combination of the back-
ground and resonant components
NAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 395
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2 (7)

where r̂ 5resultant wind-induced response of interest andr̄ , r̂ B ,
r̂ R5mean, peak background, and peak resonant response com
nents, respectively, which are computed using the correspond
equivalent static wind load component with static analysis.

However, for the acceleration response, only the reson
component is of interest. For example, the peak acceleration
the sway mode can be computed by

Ŷ̈~z!5
*0

HP̂R~z!w1~z!dz

*0
Hm~z!w1

2~z!dz
w1~z! (8)

In the case of the torsional response, the mass per unit hei
m(z), in Eq. ~8! is replaced byI (z), the mass moment of inertia
per unit height. The resulting RMS acceleration can then be d
termined by dividing the peak accelerations by the resonant p
factor gR .

Experimental Procedure

Building Models

As shown in Table 1, nine building cross sections were tested
an ultra-sensitive force balance. Three different rigid balsa wo
models of each cross section were constructed, with heights of
20, and 24 in. yielding 27 different model buildings of varyin
aspect ratio and shape to investigate the influence of structu
dimensions on aerodynamic loads. Photographs of the ac
lightweight, building models are provided in Kijewski and Ka
reem~1998!.

Wind Tunnel Testing Conditions

Each of the balsa wood models was tested in a boundary la
wind tunnel with a 10 ft35 ft cross section and 60 ft length~Ka-
reem 1990!. The turbulent boundary layers simulated in this stud
were generated by the natural action of surface roughness ad
on the tunnel floor and by upstream spires. Two approach flow
namely, BL1 (a50.16, wherea5exponent of mean wind veloc-
ity profile! and BL2 (a50.35), corresponding, respectively, to a
open and an urban wind environment, were simulated. T
boundary layer thickness in BL1 and BL2 was 40 and 47 in
respectively, while the longitudinal length scale between t
heights of 10 and 30 in. varied from 12 to 20 in., and turbule
fluctuations conformed to the prescribed spectral description~Ka-
reem and Cheng 1984!. The simulated boundary layer profiles ar
396 / JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 20
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shown in Fig. 1. A constant-temperature hot-film anemometer w
used to map the flow field characteristics in the tunnel. A detai
description of the test and validation of the accuracy of the fo
balance technique can also be found in Kijewski and Kare
~1998!. In order to evaluate the influence of aspect ratio and s
ratio within the data set, only the rectangular plan data are
cussed herein.

Data Processing

The output of the sensitive, multicomponent force balance w
recorded over a 5-min interval at sampling rate of 300 Hz. T
resulting time histories were segmented into blocks, analyzed
a 4,096-point fast Fourier transform, to yield over 20 raw spec
which were subsequently ensemble averaged. Prior to each
system identification was conducted on the base balance mou
with each balsa wood model to ascertain the system transfer f
tion. This information was then used to digitally correct the da
for potential dynamic amplitude or phase distortion.

Data Preparation

In this discussion and the accompanying online database,
measured aerodynamic loads are defined in terms of the R
base moment coefficient and the nondimensional PSD as follo

sCM
5sM /M̄ 8 (9)
03
r

d
,

Fig. 1. Modeling boundary layers
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Fig. 2. RMS coefficients of alongwind aerodynamic base mome
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Fig. 3. Spectra of alongwind aerodynamic base moments~a! influ-
ence of turbulence intensity and~b! influence of aspect ratio
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CM~ f !5~ f 3SM~ f !!/sM
2 (10)

where CM5nondimensional moment coefficient andM̄ 8

5reference moment or torque, which is defined byM̄D8

5(1/2rŪH
2 BH2), M̄L85(1/2rŪH

2 DH2), and M̄T8

5(1/2rŪH
2 BDH) for the alongwind, acrosswind, and torsio

directions, respectively. Here,r5air density;B5building width
normal to the oncoming wind;D5building depth;ŪH5mean
wind velocity evaluated at the building heightH; and subscript
D, L, and T5alongwind, acrosswind, and torsional directio
respectively. It is noteworthy that, except for the alongwind lo
different definitions have been used in the literature, e.g.,D is
replaced with aB for the acrosswind load, andBD is expressed i
terms of B2 for the torque~Marukawa et al. 1992; Choi an
Kanda 1992; Kijewski and Kareem 1998!. These definitions wil
lead to marked differences in the RMS coefficients in Eq.~9!,
while having no impact on the normalized spectrum in Eq.~10!.

The nondimensional aerodynamic loads can be directly us
the above wind-induced response analysis procedure, e.g
background and resonant components of the base bending
ment or base torque response can be computed, respective

M̂B5gB3sCM
3M̄ 8 (11)

M̂R5gR3sCM
3M̄ 8A p

4z1
CM~ f 1! (12)

It can be seen from Eqs.~11! and~12! that the RMS coefficien
is important for both the background and the resonant com
nents. For the resonant response, the spectral value aroun
structural natural frequency in the first mode is of most sig
cance. When making a comparison between the backgroun
the resonant response components, the latter could be larg
pending on whether or not the radical term in Eq.~12! is larger
than unity. Since the damping of the structure used in wind r
tant analysis is usually very small, e.g., 1%, this term is la
than one when the normalized spectral coefficient is above 0
Furthermore, a 10% error in the RMS coefficient will lead to 1
error in estimates of both the background and the resonan
sponse. However, the error in the spectral value impacts onl
RMS resonant response in proportion to its half power. It is
portant to note that this quantity is quite sensitive to the mode
of the approach flow characteristics. In Simiu and Scanlan~1996!,
a summary of acrosswind force coefficients for simple geom
shapes measured in different wind tunnel facilities are comp
The data exhibit wide scatter.
-
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e

d
e-

-
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In light of this discussion, it becomes evident that precise
timates of the RMS and spectral value are critical to provid
accurate aerodynamic load information. Though the empirical
to experimental data provide compact representations for us
some codes and standards, they cannot accurately fit the ex
mental data over all frequencies. On the other hand, the direc
of experimental data provides precise estimates of spectral va
along with the flexibility to consider a variety of geometries, d
mensions and turbulence conditions.

Aerodynamic Loads

In this paper, only the aerodynamic loads with a zero angle
attack on the rectangular models are discussed. It is notewo
that Models 1, 2, and 3 correspond to Models 7, 6, and 5 wit
90° change of attack angle, respectively. Note that while Figs
5, 7 and 8 appear in grayscale, those desiring to study these
ures in more detail may wish to view the color versions availa
through the PDF file at www.nd.edu/;nathaz/database/paper.pd

Alongwind

RMS Coefficient
The alongwind RMS moment coefficient manifests depende
on the side ratio D/B~Fig. 2!. When D/B<1.0, the coefficient is
NAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 397
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Fig. 5. Spectra of acrosswind aerodynamic base moments~a! influ-
ence of turbulence intensity and~b! influence of aspect ratio
r de-

cor-

case
nearly constant, while the coefficient decreases as the side
increases from unity. This trend is consistent with that of t
mean drag coefficient in the Australian Standard~AS 1989!. The
turbulence field significantly affects the RMS coefficient, whic
increases approximately in proportion to the turbulence inten
as the approach flow changes from BL1 to BL2, while there
only moderate sensitivity to the aspect ratio. In BL1, the larg
the aspect ratio, the less the RMS force coefficient; however
BL2, this trend is reversed.

Spectrum
The discussion of the wind load spectra will be limited to t
high-reduced frequency range, i.e.,f * 5 f B/ŪH.0.1, which en-
compasses the wind velocity range of operation of most tall bu
ings. The alongwind spectra are very close to each other in
range when D/B,1.0, while decreasing as the side ratio increas
from unity ~Fig. 3!. With the increase in the side ratio, the afte
body length increases, which results in the reattachment of fl
that vitiates the organized wake fluctuations. The increase in
turbulence intensity generally reduces the spectra at higher
quencies as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The increase in turbulence als
promotes earlier reattachment, similar to the increase in afterb
length, which results in reducing wake fluctuations in the hig
frequency range. The spectrum is relatively insensitive to the
pect ratio as shown in Fig. 3~b!.

Acrosswind

RMS Coefficient
The acrosswind RMS moment coefficient depends markedly
the side ratio, as shown in Fig. 4. It increases with the side ra
for D/B,0.67, while decreasing as D/B increases from 0.6
When D/B<0.67 and D/B53.0, the higher the turbulence, th
larger the moment coefficient, while side ratios between 0.67
2 have RMS coefficients that are not sensitive to the turbulen
The moment coefficient is relatively insensitive to the asp
ratio, although generally, the higher the aspect ratio, the larger
moment coefficient.

Spectrum
Unlike the alongwind spectrum, the acrosswind spectrum exhi
an evident peak around the Strouhal number as shown in Fig
The amplitude and bandwidth of the spectrum depend mainly
the side ratio, although generally, the higher the peak value,
-

y

-

.

e

.

narrower the spectrum. The frequency where the peaks occu
pends on the definition of the reduced frequencyf * , which is
consistently defined asf B/ŪH for all three directions in this dis-
cussion. When using this definition, the reduced frequencies
responding to the peaks are 0.1 when D/B,1.0, 0.09 when D/B
51.0, and rapidly decrease as D/B increases from 1.0 for the

Fig. 6. RMS coefficients of aerodynamic base torques
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Fig. 7. Spectra of aerodynamic base torques~a! influence of turbu-
lence intensity and~b! influence of aspect ratio
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ratio D/B up to 1.0, while increasing with D/B beyond this point
Increased turbulence yields markedly larger base torque coe
cients only when D/B,1.0, while the sensitivity to aspect ratio is
only moderate and substantially diminished for 1.5<D/B<2.0.

Spectrum
The base torque spectrum is considerably sensitive to the s
ratio as illustrated in Fig. 7~a!. In BL1, when D/B<0.5, the spec-
trum has one peak at the same reduced spectrum as the ac
wind base moment spectrum. When D/B.0.5, the spectrum has
two peaks, the first, a more narrowband peak at a reduced
quency close to that of the acrosswind spectrum and the secon
a higher-reduced frequency, with reduced magnitude and lar
bandwidth. The first peak results from the unsymmetrical natu
of vortex shedding, whereas the second peak arises from the
attachment and subsequent reseparation of the flow due to
increase in afterbody length or flapping of the shear layers. No
that more detailed scenarios of flow patterns around buildings
possible for specific cross sections. Both the first and the seco
peaks shift towards lower-reduced frequencies as the side ra
increases. Since the reduced frequency for the torsional respo
analysis is usually higher than that of the alongwind and acro
wind directions, the spectrum value around the second peak m
have significant contributions to the torsional response.

The increase in turbulence clearly affects the peaks, i.e.,
lowers the first peak value and slightly shifts the peaks to a lowe

Fig. 8. Comparison between aerodynamic components~BL1, H
520) ~a! alongwind and acrosswind and~b! acrosswind and torsional
of BL1 and H520. The spectral value in the high-frequenc
range decreases rapidly with frequency. While lower-side ra
produce larger spectral values, an increase in turbulence gene
lowers the peak, broadens the spectral bandwidth, and shifts
peak to a slightly lower-reduced frequency as shown in Fig. 5~a!.
Similar effects of turbulence have been noted by Kareem
Cermak~1984! in examining the space-time variations of pressu
fluctuating on a square cross-section building model. The spec
values in the high-frequency range are relatively insensitive
turbulence, though Model 7 does display a more obvious dep
ture. In Fig. 5~b!, the larger aspect ratio may marginally increa
the peak value, shifting the peak towards a slightly higher f
quency and narrowing the spectral bandwidth. The magnitude
the spectrum in the high-frequency range is very insensitive to
aspect ratio. Further details regarding the structure of rand
pressure fields on prismatic bodies can be found in Kare
~1997! and Haan et al.~1998!.

Torsion

RMS Coefficient
The torsional RMS coefficient is very sensitive to the side ratio
shown in Fig. 6. The coefficient decreases with increasing s
AL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 399
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reflects a suite of other possible mechanisms, of which the m
plausible one arises from the secondary reattachment and re
ration of shear layers on cross sections with longer afterbodie
flapping of the shear layers.

Comparison with Available Data

The data in this paper are also compared with those in the a
able literature. Figs. 9~a and b! shows the results of the compar
son of the RMS base moment coefficients for the acrosswind
torsional directions based on the data provided in this study w
the AIJ standard~AIJ 1996!. Note that the AIJ expression is sole
a function of the side ratio, since the dispersion in their data
not confirmed dependence on turbulence intensity. With one
ception, the AIJ expression conservatively predicts the RMS
ment coefficient. Note that this exception is also the instance
which the experimental data manifests the most marked de
dence on turbulence intensity and height~corresponding to D/B
53.0). Once again, as marked dependence on terrain was
observed in the AIJ data, the expression developed by the
standard for the acrosswind moment spectra also does not im
itly consider the influence of turbulence, but instead provide
spectrum that effectively represents a suburban terrain. It sh
not be surprising then to see that AIJ’s acrosswind spectrum f
square building compares well with the suburban spectra~BL1!
provided by this study~Fig. 10!. Considering the difference in th
test conditions, the relatively good agreement suggests, on the
hand, the effectiveness of the data in this paper, on the other h
the applicability of the aerodynamic-load-based procedure for
preliminary design. This good comparison of data is also a refl
tion of the improvement in HFBB techniques, quality of the r
sulting measurements, and an improved and consistent simul
of the approach flow, as compared to an earlier comparison w
most of the data for similar building shapes exhibited apprecia
variations~Simiu and Scanlan 1996!.

Access to the Database

The compact empirical formula supplied by the AIJ standard~AIJ
1996!, in general, provides acceptable agreement with the exp
mental data. However, as the expression was developed as a
fit to a number of side/aspect ratios, there can be consider
deviation from the actual experimental data for specific side ra
or frequency ranges. Such deviations, as discussed previously

Fig. 10. Comparison of acrosswind spectra with AIJ~1996! data
reduced frequency, while it completely suppresses the se
peak for all side ratios. The disappearance of the second
stems from the fact that the reattachment due to the incre
turbulence reduces the energy of the fluctuating pressure, w
concomitantly influences the resulting torque.

The torque spectrum is relatively sensitive to the aspect r
The increase of the aspect ratio in Fig. 7~b! leads to the magnifi-
cation of the first peak value, while significantly restraining
second peak, thereby reducing the value of the torque spectru
higher reduced frequencies.

Comparison Between Aerodynamic Load Components

A comparison of the aerodynamic load spectra of representa
cross sections is presented here. First, the alongwind and ac
wind spectra are compared, and then the acrosswind and tors
cases are considered to discern any common features that
shed light on their genesis. For the cases shown in Fig. 8~a!, the
acrosswind moment spectrum is more narrow-banded in char
and takes on much larger values in the vicinity of its peak
comparison with the alongwind direction. The difference in
spectral features clearly confirms the different mechanisms o
citation in the two directions of loading. In Fig. 8~b!, the align-
ment of the first peak in the torque and the acrosswind spe
reaffirms the contribution of antisymmetric loading patterns
duced by vortex shedding to both of these components. M
while, the existence of a second peak in the torque spectrum a



Fig. 11. Aerodynamic Loads Database gateway for selection of desired aerodynamic load spectra
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an arbitrary value of the nondimensional frequency in order
obtain the corresponding spectral value, as would be done to
termine the value of the power spectrum at the fundamental
quency of the structure. The use of digitized spectra removes
opportunity for human errors that result from picking off valu
from hard-copy spectra and eliminate the uncertainty associ
with curve-fit expressions. In addition, the calculated RMS co
ficient is also provided.

After obtaining the value of the nondimensional power sp
trum and associated RMS coefficient, the user can access a
tailed summary of the procedure necessary to calculate the c
sponding global response, with an example provided for cla
Additional database resources include a description of the
conditions and relevant publications.

Through the cooperative efforts of a host of research grou
codes, and standards need no longer limit themselves to app
mate expressions for rectangular shapes of limited side ratio
the data contained herein can be expanded to include a varie
shapes, aspect ratios, side ratios, and wind conditions to pro
reliable load spectra for a wide range of structures. TheAerody-
namic Loads Databaseat the NatHaz Modeling Laboratory pro
vides a prototype to launch the concept of the next generatio
codes and standards for high-rise buildings with the promise
expansion to more sophisticated databases.

Example

While the example provided online~www.nd.edu/;nathaz/
database/procedure.html! is more detailed, an abbreviated versio
have notable impacts on the predicted response. Direct use of
spectral data can bypass the opportunity for the errors introdu
by curve-fit expressions, which are currently constrained to on
rectangular shapes, being a function of the building’s side a
aspect ratios, limiting the structures that can be considered. F
tunately, the Internet provides an internationally accessible pl
form for archiving experimental results, permitting the efficien
presentation of actual data for a host of geometries, dimensio
and turbulence conditions. For the purpose of codification, t
spectrum for a given geometry, dimension, and turbulence con
tion can be presented digitally on line. This digital spectrum,
order to alleviate the bias errors associated with individual expe
ments, can be an average of several independent wind tun
tests, each conducted with sufficient data to reduce statistical
rors. In this manner, the reliability of the spectrum can be insur
without over generalizing the spectrum using a curve fit expre
sion designed to satisfy a host of aspect ratios.

The first step towards such a database has been initiate
http://www.nd.edu/;nathaz through theAerodynamic Loads Da-
tabaseavailable to Microsoft Explorer users. Upon entrance
the database, the user will step through a series of links to id
tify, with certainty, the data of interest. Once the desired buildin
model has been selected, the database will recap the select
and prompt the user to select the alongwind, acrosswind, or t
sional load results, as shown in Fig. 11.

JAVAprogramming was used to create an interface that allo
the retrieval of a specific value of the non-dimensional pow
spectrum. The interface, shown in Fig. 12, displays the ent
nondimensional power spectrum and then allows the user to in
NAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 401



vided by
Fig. 12. Aerodynamic Loads Database interface: User input nondimensional frequency and nondimensional power spectral value pro
JAVAscript
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accordance with ASCE 7-98~2000!. While the mean base mo
ment for the acrosswind and torsional response is assumed
the alongwind mean base moment can be calculated by inte

ing the mean loads over the height according toM̄

5*0
HP̄(z)z dz, in which the mean wind load per unit height

given byP̄(z)51/2rŪH
2 (z/H)2aBCD , whereCD5drag force co-

efficient. The peak base moment can then be determined in
cordance with the combination rule given by Eq.~7!. The results
for the survivability analysis are provided in Table 3~a!, alongside
estimates for the alongwind component obtained from ASCE 7
~2000!. ASCE’s peak base bending moment was obtained
similarly integrating the net pressures given by Eq. 6-17 in
ASCE standard over the building height. The mean base ben
moment is then determined by dividing by the gust effect fac
calculated according to provisions in the standard. Note that w
the code is conservative in its estimate, the results are still wi
about 7%.

In the case of serviceability design for human comfort cons
erations, RMS accelerations for a 10-year event become the
cal consideration. Peak accelerations can be obtained by Eq~8!
and divided by the resonant peak factor to yield the RMS ac
erations provided in Table 3~b!. This requires the determination o
the resonant component of the equivalent static wind loads, g
by Eqs.~5! and~6!, in addition to the resonant base moments.
the case of the torsional component, the mass moment of in
per unit height in Eq.~6! is defined asm(z)g2, whereg is the
assumed radius of gyration. Note that the angular accelera
due to torsion may be separated into the resultant alongwind
acrosswind components at the corner of the structure, as sh
by the figure inset in Table 3~b!. These lateral accelerations in
duced by torsion can be combined with those generated by
sway motion to obtain the total lateral accelerations at the co
is provided here to illustrate the general application of the win
induced response analysis procedure discussed in this paper.
simplicity, the influences of wind direction, topography, shielding
importance factor, and return period are ignored in the discuss
herein. Table 2 summarizes the properties of the structure un
consideration.

The first step in the procedure is to calculate the reduced f
quency in terms of the mean wind speed at the building’s fu
height in Exposure Category A. This requires several conversio
~1! convert the wind speed at 10 m height in from a 3-s gust
open terrain to a wind speed with averaging time of 1-h in Exp
sure A, and~2! bring that wind speed to the full height of the
structure. This first series of calculations is outlined in Table 2~a!.
Two scenarios are considered, the survivability design with a 5
year event for determination of base moments, and the servi
ability design with a 10-year event for determination of RMS
acceleration levels.

The online database can then be used to retrieve the R
moment coefficients and to determine the appropriate nondim
sionalized spectral values for each reduced frequency calcula
in Table 2~a!. The specific case for this example would
be the Shape 04, 209 model tested in the urban terrain, which
can be found by navigating the database or by goin
directly to www.nd.edu/;nathaz/database/shape04/ht20/urba
response.html. Table 2~b! lists the appropriate values, rounded to
three decimal places for the purposes of this example. Note t
Fig. 12 illustrates this use of the database for the alongwind s
vivability case, displaying the user input and correspondin
JAVA-calculated output.

The evaluation of Eqs.~11! and~12! with the values provided
by the database facilitates the computation of background a
resonant components of the base bending moment and b
torque, with the background peak factorgB assumed to be 3.4, in



Table 2. Example: Outline of Building and Approach Wind Characteristics and Intermediate Calculations

Building dimensions:B540 m, D540 m, H5200 m,
average radius of gyration518 m

Damping ratioz50.02 ~Composite Structural System!

Building natural frequencyf 1x50.2 Hz, f 1y50.2 Hz, f 1z50.35 Hz Basic wind speed at reference height of 10 m in terms of 3-s
gust,U10563 m/s~Fig. 6-1b, ASCE 7-98!

Building bulk density is 250 kg/m3 Air density r51.25 kg/m3

Drag force coefficientCD51.3 Linear mode shape in all directions

Location: Urban zone along Atlantic Coast of South Florida. According to ASCE 7-98, this site is defined as Exposure A from all directions,
with a51/3.0 ~Table 6-4, ASCE 7-98!

~a! Step 1

Survivability design~one-hour averaging time, 50-year return period!

Wind speed at 10 m height in terms of 3-s gust in open terrain563 m/s
~i! Conversion to wind speed in terms of 1-h mean in Exposure A56330.30a518.9 m/s
~ii ! Conversion to wind speed at 200 m height in terms of 1-h mean in Exposure A

ŪH518.93(200/10)1/3551.30 m/s

f 1xB/ŪH50.156 f 1yB/ŪH50.156 f 1zB/ŪH50.273

Serviceability design~1-h averaging time, 10-year return period!

Conversion to 3-s gust at 10 m height in open terrain for 10-year return period56330.74b546.62 m/s
~i! Conversion to 1-h mean wind speed in Exposure A546.6230.30a513.99 m/s
~ii ! Conversion to wind speed at 200 m height in terms of 1-h mean in Exposure A

ŪH513.993(200/10)1/3537.96 m/s

f 1xB/ŪH50.211 f 1yB/ŪH50.211 f 1zB/ŪH50.369

~b! Step 2

sCM

f 1B/ŪH CM ( f 1)

50-year 10-year 50-year 10-year

Alongwind 0.109 0.156 0.211 0.048 0.040
Acrosswind 0.133 0.156 0.211 0.192 0.073
Torsional 0.044 0.273 0.369 0.059 0.040
aConversion factor,b̄, given from Table 6-4~ASCE 7-98!.
bConversion factor given in Table C6-3~ASCE 7-98!.

Table 3. Example: Calculated Base Moments for Survivability Design and RMS Accelerations for Serviceability Design
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING © ASCE / MARCH 2003 / 403
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by SRSS or complete quadratic combination. Once again
ASCE 7-98~2000! prediction for the alongwind RMS acceler
tion is provided for comparison and indicates that the code is
slightly conservative, with the two estimates being within a
percent.

Concluding Remarks

This paper presents a preliminary Internet database of ae
namic loads obtained from the HFBB measurements on a ho
typical tall building models. The influence of key paramet
such as the side ratio, aspect ratio, and turbulence characte
is discussed. The proposed database can be easily expand
lizing HFBB tests. Analysis procedures, along with a deta
example, are also supplied to employ the aerodynamic load
in the computation of the wind-induced response of tall build
with similar turbulence and geometrical features. The data
and other relevant information are accessible to the comm
via Microsoft Explorer at the URL address http://www.nd.e
;nathaz/. The database and the analysis procedure can b
sidered for possible inclusion in codes and standards as a d
guide in the preliminary stages.
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